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Some results:

1. Virtual calls tend to be more expensive than other structures.
2. Virtual calls on constant patterns tend to be less efficient than other virtual calls.
3. Virtual calls on constant patterns behave like if sequences.
4. Virtual calls on constant patterns are faster on U3 than on P3.
5. Virtual calls on constant patterns are faster than if sequences.
6. Virtual calls on U3 behave like if sequences.
7. Virtual calls on HSC behave like if sequences.
8. Virtual calls on HSS behave like if sequences.
9. Virtual calls on IBM are sensitive to execution patterns.
10. Virtual calls on IBM are sensitive to execution patterns.

Type ID Patterns:

- Static Call
- Virtual Call
- If Sequence
- Switch Table
- Binary Tree
- No Call

Control structures:

- We generate different control structures for polymorphic calls.
- Different control structures are generated for different execution environments.
- Different control structures are generated for different execution environments.
- Different control structures are generated for different execution environments.
- Different control structures are generated for different execution environments.
- Different control structures are generated for different execution environments.

Conclusion:

- Virtual calls are significantly improved at compile time.
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- Virtual calls are significantly improved at compile time.

Methodology:

- A benchmark suite is used to test the performance of different control flow structures.
- The benchmark suite includes different types of control structures and different numbers of possible receiver types.
- The benchmark suite is run on different execution environments.
- The benchmark suite includes different types of control structures and different numbers of possible receiver types.
- The benchmark suite includes different types of control structures and different numbers of possible receiver types.
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Assumptions:

- The benchmark suite includes different types of control structures and different numbers of possible receiver types.
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- The benchmark suite includes different types of control structures and different numbers of possible receiver types.

Platforms:

- SUN UltraSparc III
- IBM
- Intel Pentium III

Hardware platforms:

- Intel Pentium III
- SUN UltraSparc III
- Intel Celeron
- AMD Athlon

Virtual calls tend to be more expensive than other structures.

Dynamic dispatch in current VMs can be significantly improved at compile time.

Motivation:

- Frequent dynamic dispatch in Java programs
- Efficient implementation crucial
- Which control structure is the most efficient for dynamic dispatch?

For comparison we also run benchmarks without any call!